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Doorlift 3

Dear User please read the manual before using
the Doorlift, this helps you to understand
the working principal of the system,

We wish you lots of work joy with this system
working for you !!
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Opening shutter door

1. To open the shutter door you can use different options

a) By remote control, see picture 1.

 Push shortly on the remote control (RF-
device), see arrow picture 1.

 On the remote control a red light will flash.
This means the transmitter sends a signal.

 If the receiver receives the signal the door
will move in upwards direction.

b) By electronic-switch lock on the dashboard, see
picture 2..

 Operate the switch on the dashboard by
using the special key.

 Turn the key shortly to the right and return
it again

 If the control box receives the signal the
door will move in upwards direction

Picture 1.

Picture 2.
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Closing shutter door

2. To close the shutter door you can use different options

a) By remote control, see picture 1.

 Push shortly on the remote control (RF-
device), see arrow picture 1.

 On the remote control a red light will flash.
This means the transmitter sends a signal.

 If the receiver receives the signal the door
will move in downwards direction.

b) By electronic-switch lock on the dashboard, see
picture 2..

 Operate the switch on the dashboard by
using the special key.

 Turn the key shortly to the right and return
it again

 If the control box receives the signal the
door will move in downwards direction

Picture 1.

Picture 2.
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Extra functions

3. Use of the ignition signal (+15).

When the ignition is on, different functions will be active

 A signal door closing will be given to the control
box. This means when the door is not closed the
door will move in a downwards direction.

 The remote control will be locked, no signals of the
remote control will be accepted.

 The beeper will be active, see beeper functions

4. Beeper function.

To detect if the door is closed during the activity of the ignition
there is a mechanical switch, which detect if the door is open or
closed.

 If the ignition (+15) is active a signal is given to the
beeper. This gives to possibilities.

 1. beeper active, Door is open or making a closing
movement, this should stop after maximum 15
sec..

 2. Beeper is non-active, which means the door is
closed.

5. Safety-walk protection.

During the downwards movements a current protecting will
secure the detection of obstructions in the door area.

 If the system measures a load of more than 25Kg
the door will detect a falls situation

 The door stops and make a upward movement for
1 second.

 Next activity will always be a upward movement

Pagina 8
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Extra Functions
6. Emergency-button, see picture 1

 Inside the body on the control box, see picture 1 , there is
a red push-button. This is to control the door when your
in the body and the door should be moved (also for
service application)

Push the red button shortly.
When the control box receives the signal the door will

move in either upwards or downwards direction

7. Mechanical release, see picture 2

In case of a electrical problems of the Doorlift system or battery
problems there is a mechanical release function. This to release
the system and make it manually functional.

 Check before a mechanical release first if the
system works with the electric switch in the
dashboard.

 When the control box doesn’t react on any of the
signals (remote-switch or else) a mechanical
release can be made by using the mechanical lock
at the shutter door.

 Turn the key in the lock en pull the lock out.

 Pull the lock firmly outward, until the door
releases.

 The door can now manually be moved.

 Return the lock in its position.

 The Doorlift is released see picture 3.

Attention !! In case of mechanical release the lock function is no
longer active .

 Please contact your fleet manager for next steps.

Picture 2.

Picture 3.

Picture 1.

release

locked


